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ABSTRACT.—We studied randomly selected ground venison packages donated to the Community Action
Food Centers of North Dakota by the Hunters For The Hungry Association. These packages were studied
by high resolution computerized tomography imaging and x-ray fluoroscopy for qualitative detection of
metal fragments. Quantitative measurements of lead levels in both randomly selected and fluoroscopic image guided site-specific subsamples from packages were performed. This study documented a health risk
from lead exposure to humans consuming venison. Received 30 July 2008, accepted 30 October 2008.
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STUDIES OF LEAD TOXICITY in the diet of California
Condors (Gymnogyps californianus) have shown
there are small particles of lead in the tissues of
deer shot with high velocity rifle bullets (Hunt et al.
2006). Reports from Canada and Greenland have
shown a statistically significant correlation between
elevated serum lead levels in people and the consumption of wild game killed with lead bullets
(Bjerregaard et al. 2004, Dewailly et al. 2001, Tsuji
et al. 2008). Preliminary research presented at The
Peregrine Fund’s Board of Directors meeting in
May of 2007 (Parish pers. comm.) showed small
metal fragments in processed venison. Based on
these data, we conjecture that there might be lead
fragments from rifle bullets in venison consumed
by the general population.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
One hundred, one-pound ground venison packages
were randomly selected from the Community Action Food Pantry program in North Dakota. The
venison had been donated by the Hunters for the
Hungry Program in the fall of 2007. The sample of
100 was selected from a total of 15,250 donated
one-pound packages. High definition CT scan and
fluoroscopy were performed on the sample for
qualitative detection of metal fragments. In conjunction with the North Dakota Health Department,
fifteen of the 100 randomly selected packages were
punch biopsied in a blind fashion yielding 4-g tissue biopsies; this gave 15 random sub-samples
from within the randomly selected packages. These
specimens were sent to the University of Iowa Hygienic Laboratory for flame absorption atomic
spectrometry to detect and quantify the mass of
lead in sub-samples. An additional five samples ob-
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tained from among the 100 CT screened packages
using fluoroscopic image-guided retrieval of metalcontaining venison were also submitted for analysis. These image-guided biopsies yielded a maximum of four grams of combined ground venison
and metal (Figure 1).
Osirix® DICOM® workstation software running on
Mac OS X® was used for visual analysis of CT image data for Hounsfield unit assessments of suspected lead fragments. Objects having Hounsfield
unit measurements over 1500 were considered suspicious for metal fragments. Color look-up tables
from Osirix® were used for color encoding of CT
data.

Figure 1. Fluoroscopic image-guided fragment
sampling. The fluoroscopic image in upper left
shows forceps approaching a metal fragment within
a package of ground venison. The upper right image
shows a retrieved metal fragment embedded within
a small volume of ground venison contained in a
glass test tube. Photograph shows forceps pointing
to a metal fragment embedded in ground venison.

RESULTS
Qualitative analysis of the randomly selected
ground venison samples showed 59 packages out of
the 100 had one or more visible metal fragments on
high definition computed tomography (Figure 2).
Quantitative analysis with flame absorption atomic
spectrometry of the fifteen random blind biopsies
showed one sample with 120 ppm lead (1 ppm = 1
milligram/kilogram). All five fluoroscopic imageguided biopsies showed elevated lead concentrations varying from 4,200 to 55,000 ppm lead dry
weight (Table 1).

Figure 2. High definition computed tomography
(CT) image of ca. 20 one-pound venison packages.
Bright spots are metal fragments embedded in the
tissue.

Table 1. Lead concentrations of five venison samples retrieved by fluoroscopically guided biopsy.
Sample
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Lead Concentration
(ppm or mg/kg dry weight)

1

52000

2

34000

3

4200

4

55000

5

9700
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DISCUSSION
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